Lexis Advance

What is Lexis Advance?
A database that has access to Australian, UK and New Zealand case law, Australian legislation, journals as well as commentary, dictionaries, and encyclopaedias.

Where can I find Lexis Advance?
You can find Lexis Advance on the Law Guide, use the link to CaseBase for specific citation searching or LawNow for legislation searching.

How do I search Lexis Advance?
Use the main search box to search for all content types. Search by citation, legislation title or by keywords

Tip:
The main search box has a natural language search; this means that it will search using your keywords, like a web search. You can also search using Boolean and Lexis Advance will change search method automatically. Use the ‘Advanced Search’ next to the main search box to get specific search templates for different content type such as cases, legislation and analytical material.
How do I read the results?

The results are in the middle column, to access a result click on the title.

List you search by content type.

Narrow your search by searching within results or selecting a refinement option e.g. time.

Information about the source e.g. jurisdiction/date.

Tip:
If you can’t find the case you are looking for in LexisNexis try Westlaw AU, if you are looking for international case law or material try Westlaw International.

How do I reference this resource?

This will depend on what your resource type is. For example, for a case refer to Rule 2, for journal article Rule 4, a book Rule 5 in the Australian Guide to Legal Citation.